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PORTER
Hello and welcome back to Case Notes. Over the next 10 weeks we will be looking the latest developments in areas ranging from eczema to cataracts and IVF. But today's programme is all about communication - the cornerstone of the therapeutic relationship between doctor and patient.

Communication skills hardly featured on the curriculum when I was at medical school in the early '80s, but today's young doctors are far better prepared. But what about their bosses - senior doctors of my generation whose communication skills have never been formerly appraised, critiqued, or honed?

I joined a group of senior specialists from the Royal Marsden Hospital at the start of a three day communications course - part of the National Cancer Advanced Communication Skills Workshop, and run by consultant medical oncologist Dr Pauline Leonard.

LEONARD
The research goes back some years that patients are often left dissatisfied from consultations, particularly with senior health clinicians, that despite a consultation they often leave feeling unsure of the information they've been given, unclear of the need for further tests and certainly unclear on their prognosis.  And really it was in response to those surveys that actually more training was needed in delivering communication skills.

PORTER
Now this isn't a cancer specific problem but presumably it's quite an acute one in cancer because of the importance of the diagnosis.

LEONARD
It was felt that the patients that face a diagnosis of cancer actually have other worries in their lives - coping with the diagnosis of cancer, coping with the complex information about the need for further tests, complex surgery, complex chemotherapy - that actually this was an area that really needed to address all those serious issues.  So lots of the work actually has been developed in the field of cancer because it was felt we can address these issues for patients undergoing cancer treatments and all their worries then actually we'll be able to capture the essence of what communication skill training is about and then roll it out to the wider population.

PORTER
And practically what's that entailed for the Marsden - what have you done?

LEONARD
Well what we've done over the last two days - it's a three day course - and what we've done is brought together 10 specialists, 10 senior clinicians from the Marsden, all of whom work directly with cancer patients either as surgeons, oncologists or haematologists.  But we've actually focused on what they see as challenging communication issues.  So what we try to do on day one, working together in a large group, is to provide a safe forum where they can talk honestly about the things they personally find challenging and then certainly today and tomorrow in small groups we work with them and a trained actor and we will spend some time creating a scenario, a role play, where we can actually try and set up that communication issue and see how well they work with that patient with that specific issue.

GORE
I'm Martin Gore, I'm one of the medical oncologists at the Marsden and I'm also the medical director.  Patient communication is absolutely central to everything we do.

PORTER
But it's very unlikely that anyone's held a mirror up to the way that you deal with patients in the consulting room.

GORE
Certainly nobody since ...

PORTER
Not till now!

GORE
Well certainly since I've become a consultant people have not held a mirror up to me the way I've communicated, although you do get some feedback from patients and relatives and the occasional member of the junior staff but they sometimes tend not to be very honest with their criticism.

MCNEIL
I'm Fiona McNeil, I'm a consultant breast surgeon at the Royal Marsden Hospital.  As a surgeon we're often very intimately involved in the diagnostic process and I think for a patient who comes into your clinic at nine o'clock in the morning with a breast lump or a breast problem presuming that she's healthy and then two or three hours later, once she's had her full breast assessment, to be told that she's got breast cancer and that she might need her breast removing and she might need chemotherapy, which might impact on her fertility, and to hear all of that information within two or three hours is devastating.  And it's trying to handle that - I would see that as being a very major challenge.

PORTER
How do most patients come in - you say that talking to women who regard themselves as healthy - I would suspect as a GP having referred patients in that a lot of patients fear the worst and actually in most cases you're probably giving them better news than they imagine - or is your take the other way round?

MCNEIL
I think patients prepare themselves for the diagnosis but the reality is often different because most women do say - I did wonder if I might have breast cancer - but nonetheless when they hear they do have breast cancer and sometimes when they hear that the treatment is going to be more complex than they anticipate and it may involve a significant period of time off work and it may have a big impact on, for example, planning for a family in the future I think it can be a very difficult situation for the patient then.

PORTER
What proportion of your patients would come in with somebody - a partner, husband perhaps - with them during the consultation?

MCNEIL
That's a very interesting question because I think the women who believe they've got cancer before they come to see you usually bring somebody with them.  And the patients who think they're probably alright don't.  And it's interesting because if a patient brings in a partner then for me that's a clue that she thinks she's probably got breast cancer, whether she has or not, and that just guides me on how I manage that consultation.

PORTER
And how might that practically affect the way that you give the news?

MCNEIL
I find having the partner there can be very useful for the patient because the partner is often able to maintain a degree of objectivity because usually the patient, once they hear that word cancer, usually doesn't hear very much else after that.  And so you can give some of the basics of what treatment is going to involve so the partner can hear that and then impart that information back to the patient outside the consultation.

PORTER
Because presumably one of the big challenges, as a clinician, is that the patient can take on the fact that their lump is malignant or whatever but the next bit that you give them, about treatment, can often be a bit of a blur - it goes in one ear and out the other?

MCNEIL
Yes it can do and that's where the team becomes really important because it's not just one consultation prior to any treatment, often it'll be a series of consultations, depending on how many consultations the patient requires.  And you will then, at that point, bring in other members of your team to give the patient relevant information.

PORTER
Do you think being a woman is an asset in what you do?

MCNEIL
No I don't.  I think sometimes patients say they think having a female surgeon might allow the surgeon to understand how they feel but you can never understand how it must feel to be in that situation.  You can empathise and I think there's quite a bit of work now to show that what matters to patients is not the gender of their doctor but the competence of their doctor.

PORTER
Do you get upset when dealing with patients - it must be very difficult - I mean they're obviously - many of them are getting very upset - would you get hardened to it the more you do?

MCNEIL
There are always situations where you're very moved but it doesn't help your patient to have you weeping over them.  And so you do have to maintain a certain distance, so that you can actually give them the information that they need to be able to make some of these very difficult decisions that they have to make.  But I think it's possible to do that with warmth, sympathy and empathy.  And I think if you lose that then it's probably time to retire.

PORTER
One of the things I noticed visiting outpatient departments is that the most senior member of the staff tends to have the least time with the patient, they tend to be the busiest and often the more junior staff - and particularly the nursing staff - are the ones who are often left to pick the bits up - is that a formula that works at the Marsden?

GORE
No, it's a formula that I think is from a bygone age - this idea that the consultant sweeps in, says a few words and sweeps out again and then the most junior nurse or the most junior doctor's left picking up the pieces.  We hope that that model no longer exists, actually in the UK, let alone at the Marsden, particularly at the Marsden we work in very close knit teams which include not just different medical specialties but also our nursing colleagues which are terribly - who are terribly important to us and to the communication of the patients.  And we do try very hard to make sure that bad news and difficult consultations are not delegated downwards but on the contrary we want them delegated upwards.

PORTER
What's the response of the senior staff when they heard that this course was being run because these people have been in the job for a long time, you'd expect them to be masters or think that they're probably masters of communication skills, it's an important part of the job?

LEONARD
Well it is an important part of the job and I think there's been a mixed response, I think there are people who feel actually communication is such a core clinical skill that there is always something you can learn but there is another opinion that feels well actually this is innate to me, it's something I've always done, I've had 30 years of experience.  And actually one surgeon said to me recently - it's like asking the professor of English to go back and learn his alphabet.  What we stress, actually this is advanced communication skill training, that actually we have the basic tools but actually how many of us actually know how effective we are because unless somebody's been brave enough to give us some constructive feedback, if we actually have bad habits all time does is reinforce the bad habits.

WYNDIATT
I'm Phil Wyndiatt and I'm a melanoma patient.  I was diagnosed in April 2000, a mole on my back had become malignant and after it was removed in a lesions clinic locally to where I live I then received a letter in the post telling me to report the following morning to St John's Clinic at St Thomas' in Central London and there I was diagnosed with malignant melanoma.  I didn't know anything about melanoma but I knew it was cancer, that's enough for me to set alarm bells ringing.  And I called the lesions clinic and fortunately got through to the doctor who'd removed the mole and I'm afraid she did confirm that it was melanoma and it would be good for me to get to that clinic the following morning, which of course is what I did.

PORTER
Phil ended up under the care of the Professor Martin Gore, the Medical Director at the Royal Marsden.

WYNDIATT
I was always going into these meetings with my partner, now my wife, Lynne.  I think that was quite useful.  I can remember in the first couple of meetings you just pick up odd - you're looking for good news basically, you're looking for that sort of reassuring smile from the doctor or from your oncologist or whatever and it wasn't great news.  Sometimes a doctor would start by saying - Well look I'm going to come straight to it, I'm not going to pussy foot about here.  I don't mind that actually, I don't mind that at all.  I don't want someone saying - Hey we've got a challenge for you.  Hey, cancer it's only a word - all those idiotic things that you read about.  I knew where I was, all along the journey, all along the route, I've always been known exactly where I am and Martin is especially good at that because as you walk in the door you know straightaway that if, for instance, I've had x-rays - chest x-rays - with Martin, he tells you straightaway, you know exactly where you are, that's what you want I think.  But you know it's very difficult for these doctors and these oncologists because they're dealing with people all day, well clinic day, they might be dealing with person after person, they desperately want to help, I mean there is no one happier in the world at the moment that I've survived nine years than Kieran Healy, my surgeon at St Thomas's, and Martin Gore at the Marsden - it sort of validates their work.  And when I saw Martin he told me the truth and we have had moments where I've been sweating on the result of a chest x-ray to see if the melanoma has spread from my neck into my lungs, which then would be incredibly serious, and as soon as you walk in you know exactly where you are and you can't ask for more than that.

PORTER
Phil Wyndiatt.  

Of course, it's not just people with cancer, or adults for that matter, who need to be put at ease by their doctor. Children fall ill too and communicating successfully with them often requires a very different approach. The Chelsea and Westminster Hospital on London's Fulham Road has produced a DVD to help allay concerns expressed by children admitted to the hospital for tests and treatment. Gareth Teakle is Modern Matron for Paediatric Inpatients.

TEAKLE
Every elective patient, who's coming in, whether it's for a day case admission or for a short stay admission will receive the DVD and on the DVD, as you've seen, we've got both sides.  So one version for the under-10s and one for the over-10s and they can access both of them.

CLIP FROM DVD

TEAKLE
And you've got this really interesting theme tune that runs throughout the DVD which is really good.

PORTER
Slightly addictive.

TEAKLE
Yeah very, very addictive.  The feedback actually has been very good, actually from our younger clients come in and use our service, you can hear them humming the tunes upstairs on our day care unit, which is quite annoying actually, to be truthful, but is very interesting.  And also we've got the over-10s which is more sort of information based, so it gives them - hopefully it answers some of the questions and alleviates some of the fears that they've got about coming into the trust.

CLIP FROM DVD

PORTER
If we broadly divide them into those two groups presumably the main concern that was coming from the younger ones was that from parents or was it from the children themselves?

TEAKLE
I think it was a mixture of both, I think you'll always some sort of parental anxiety but we really wanted to do was focus on how we can reduce some of the fear that the under-10s have - the fear that - the needle thing and around who they're going to see and about the operation and things.  So I think it's about familiarising them to the environment and so they have a quick overview and see who's around.

PORTER
What was different about the older children - did they have different concerns?

TEAKLE
Absolutely, absolutely.  Their concerns were very focused around pain.

CLIP FROM DVD

PORTER
Jao Andraid is one of the past patients who feature on the DVD. He spent a month at the Chelsea and Westminster after being diagnosed with the inflammatory bowel disease Crohn's.

ANDRAID
My least favourite bit was when I couldn't eat, yeah....

PORTER
Yeah because of the Crohn's they'd stop you eating?

ANDRAID
Yep.

PORTER
So how long were you without food for?

ANDRAID
A couple of weeks but I was on some like health shake thing.

PORTER
Not the same though is it?

ANDRAID
Nope.  It was just the fact that like my mum and that could eat but I couldn't eat so it was like weird.  And it was worse because it was around Christmas time and I couldn't have Christmas dinner.

PORTER
I mean one of the things about having Crohn's Disease, bad Crohn's Disease, is - did you have drips and things up, were they putting - did you have cameras put in all sorts of different places?

ANDRAID
Yeah.

PORTER
I mean that's quite a lot to have done and probably you'd never heard of those sorts of tests and investigations before, how were they all explained to you?

ANDRAID
They explained it to me really well, like in language that I would understand and if I didn't understand it I'd just go back and ask them and they would like simplify it for me.

PORTER
What would you like the DVDs to achieve for the patients and for the hospital?

TEAKLE
I think ultimately anything that reduces the fear for the patient and gives them a little bit more information about what to expect, who they're going to see and just sort of what's going to happen to them after any sort of operation.

CLIP FROM DVD

PORTER
And Gareth Teakle is right -  that tune does get inside your head! 

You are listening to Case Notes, I am Dr Mark Porter and we are looking at the importance of good communication in the world of medicine.

Time now to hear another opinion from the patient's side of the consultation. Sadie Mackenzie is, through experience, an expert patient and lay tutor on a development programme for clinicians.  And she's not always seen eye to eye with her doctors.

MACKENZIE
I must admit I did have one bad experience with one gynaecologist who wasn't at the hospital that I finally ended up at.  And interestingly that was with a woman, in a women's hospital, and she was very - I felt she was almost cross with me for not wanting a hysterectomy on the day that she said I should have it.  And I felt really undermined by the fact that another woman couldn't see my point of view.  And that really sort of sent me scurrying away.  And it took another 10 years to go back and ask for help.  And in that time my condition had worsened quite badly and in the end I had an operation as an emergency rather than it be booked in advance.  I'll never forget that experience, it was frightening - that another woman could talk to me like that.

PORTER
So what tips would Sadie like to pass on to clinicians?

MACKENZIE
Remember why you went into medicine.  You went into medicine to help people and I think as patients we are aware of the pressures you have and the systems that you have to work under but please treat us as individuals and give us time to talk.  Often when you walk into a consulting room the doctor's not looking at you, he's looking at your notes or the computer screen or he's already writing out a prescription.  Stop and give us time to talk and listen to us and take us seriously.  When we say something about our experience it might not conform with your training but it is about our experience, so it's really important to listen.  I think it's - I think doctors don't understand that a rapport that's built between them and the patient is about mutual respect and often I've walked into rooms and doctors look very defensive and anxious, more anxious than I'm feeling and if they relax I'll relax and the communication will flow much better.

PORTER
Sadie Mackenzie. 

Good communication takes at least two people, so now it's time for the doctors' take on you patients. What tips would doctors share to ensure everything goes as smoothly as possible, and that you end up with the advice, support and treatment that you need?
Rob Hicks is a GP in London with a special interest in men's health issues.

HICKS
First of all let's quickly dispel some myths for our male listeners.  You might feel that everyone in the waiting room is staring at you and thinking you have a problem below the naval and above the knees.  But in reality men come to the doctors for problems that affect anywhere around the body, so there's no need to feel self conscious.  Any ladies listening - no whispering or pointing at the men please.  If you want to see a male doctor then ask for one.  Even though this may not always be possible, as more and more practices become all female doctors, nurses and staff.  The next tip applies to men and women alike - you do not have to tell the receptionist what your problem is if you don't want to.  

Once it's your turn 10 minutes really isn't much time, particularly when one or two of those minutes is taken up getting from the seat in the waiting room to the seat in the doctor's consultation room and of course the necessary introductions and pleasantries.  So clear communication is essential if the right diagnosis is to be made.  Rehearse what you want to say beforehand so you're clear what information and details you want to give.  Also prepare answers to the questions your doctor is likely to ask you.  For example, if you have pain be ready to describe where it is, what it feels like, what makes it better or worse and whether you've had it before.  If you have had it before and it's been diagnosed please tell your doctor this early on in the consultation, it shouldn't be a warmer or colder game or a memory test for your doctor.  Also when asked how long you've had the problem answer him - every since I came back from holiday - or - it was around the time they started digging up the road - isn't much help because believe it or not your doctor probably won't know when this was.  When a patient saves up their problems and brings a list of them, justifying this as - to save you time doctor - it usually means that the problem troubling the patient most is at the bottom of the list.  In general practice it's not a case of save the best till last, it's important to ask about the problem that's worrying you first of all, otherwise there's a risk time will run out and it will not be dealt with, which means unnecessary worry and another appointment or indeed many more.

Another thing that gets in the way of an efficient and effective consultation is clothing.  It's really helpful if people can dress in a way that makes it easy for their doctor to get to the area that needs to be examined.  Three piece suits and multiple layers may be smart and fashionable but short sleeves are best if you're having your blood pressure measured; shorts or a skirt if you've a problem with your knee because most trousers just won't roll up past the knee and no boots if the toes are where the problem resides.

Leaving the surgery without a prescription in hand can leave some patients feeling short changed.  Instead they might get a leaflet to help manage their own condition.  This is where the internet comes into its own - helping patients to take control of their own health.

PORTER
Dr Rob Hicks with the GPs perspective.

Everything we have discussed so far assumes that both doctor and patient have at least one thing in common - that they both speak the same language. But what if they don't? 

Sennur Ozkaya is a Turkish speaking patient advocate at the Whittington Hospital NHS Trust  in North London - and her services are frequently called upon.

OZKAYA
My client is a little baby, eight months old baby, who has some abnormalities I think and I haven't seen them before and 9.25 but they still haven't arrived.

PORTER
So a few minutes time hopefully.  Will you have a chat with them before?

OZKAYA
Yes of course, I need to find out what's wrong with the baby, so I have to have some idea when I go inside because [indistinct word] is not going to have time to explain to me what's been happening.

PORTER
So your role, during the consultation, will be to translate the doctor's questions?

OZKAYA
Not just that, it's like bridging the gap between them but not just interpreting, you also speak for the patient, they might not know what to ask, I need to clarify exactly what's happening.  If I don't ask these questions, if the patient doesn't ask these questions, there will be so many things missing.

ACTUALITY OF CONSULTATION
FATHER
Hello.

DOCTOR
Hello, have a seat, hi come in have a seat.  So we saw, was it about two or three weeks - two weeks ago yeah.  Okay so basically the things that I'm interested in are whether there's been any loss of consciousness since we saw you on 11th June, any episodes of her going blue, not red blue, whether she stopped breathing or any shaking movements.

FATHER
Nothing.

DOCTOR
Nothing like that okay.  Good.  But she's otherwise well - she's not had any vomiting ...

FATHER
She had vomiting yesterday ...

PORTER
It turns out to be a busy consultation, the baby's father does speak some English but has asked Sennur to translate for his wife and the baby's grandfather.

OZKAYA
Whatever she had, she's through.

DOCTOR
I think it's good news that there have been no more of these strange episodes in the last three weeks - that's the single most important thing.  Okay?  I'm not worried about the occasional cough.  She had a chest x-ray on the 1st June, which was reported as completely normal.

OZKAYA
What did they have - sorry I missed it?

DOCTOR
She had a chest x-ray on the 1st June, it was completely normal.

PORTER
I would imagine one of the most difficult things about the job must be when the doctor's giving some bad news, if a patient has a serious illness that they might not be aware of.  You're then involved in that process - how does that feel?

OZKAYA
It's horrible actually but we first talk to each other with health professional - how are we going to break the news.  I remember once I was crying, I couldn't talk and the patient was crying at the same time and doctor was just giving us tissues to clean our eyes.  So I don't usually work in children's area because it's so sad for me.

PORTER
You find that hard.

OZKAYA
Children suffering - yeah I find really hard.  I have a male health advocate here working with me so he does - I believe men are stronger than ladies.

PORTER
Sennur Ozkaya talking to me at the Whittington Hospital. 

And we must leave it there. Just time to tell you about next week when I 
I will be looking at the more sinister side of acid related heartburn and finding out how some sufferers can go on to develop pre-cancerous changes in their gullets.  A condition known as Barrett's oesophagus and thought to affect at least half a million people in the UK. 

I will be visiting Addenbrooke's Hospital in Cambridge to meet doctors at the forefront of research into Barrett's, and subjecting myself to a new test to find out if I have the condition. 


